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Computeiscience has made rapid progress since its technological

inception in the 1940fs. ,Improyementsin the reliabilityldf,compo-

nents, more rapid internal operating speeds, and enormous amounts of
, -

accessible memory have all contributed,to present-day capabilities

-r

which would have staggered imaginations only 30' years ago. One result

of this progress has been expanded computer service to the engineer-

ing community, in both educational and applied environments. Problem-
,

solving, simulation studies, computer -based education andmcomputery

ized information bases are generally representative of the services

4

which have become increasingly impOitant to neers in recent years.

The increasing importance of computer applications-in-scientific

and technological fields has gained national prc;minence. The Division

of ScienceInformatiOn 1DSI) of the National science Foundaticii is

currently sponsoring a number of projects with two basic goals:,

.1) The developmpnt'of innovative tools to improve awareness

by scientists, engineers ands other users-of the avail-

ability of science and tec cal information resources,.

2) The improvement of c;14ently existing instructional

materials for teaching effective use of information

systems, by developing computer-assiste instructibnal-_

aids.

.

-

All of the sponsoreellrolepts predicated upon the impera-

4 ,

tive needto base engineering dmescientific work on a knowledge of

the Most relevant and current state -of- the -art information.' In ed-
4

ucatiO ettings, the need for,inCreased awareness of scientific,

4
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and technical information resources centers on two problems; an in-
-,

-.crease in the amount of available information; which approximates

an exponential curve in many fields and the concomitant inability

-of libraries to provide extensive collections of boOks, journals .

or documents: It is conceivable, and indeed Probable,..that the

future growth of information bases wili'fOrce many engineering ea-

ucators and professionals to rely largely_upon compUterized t9ch-

niques-toretrieve the,bibliographic sources theyneed. At the same

time, there will be a need for educational programs at the under-
.

graduate and graduate levels which will provide training in the use

of inforxation resources. In a practical sense, two ncidents ex-

amplify the need for more effective use of technical information., .

First, the failUre of the type of suspension bridges built at. Tacoma

Narrows, Washington was predicted years before, they were constructed.

Secondly, fire'hazards in certain types of 480 volt electrical eqiiip-,

.. 64

were documented'in 1960, though the design of some equilent in

..

6 0 1968 failed to consider'this problem publicly until 1471.,,. ,

Three of the projects sponsof.ed.by DSI/NSF,directry gftect:h-
i.. ,

0 0 -.

Aneering education. The project at the University'of Califor4ia
_ . . 4 '..

,,.
at Santa Barbara is directed toward develdping teaching mafteriolS,,

o .- ' 4

courses, and course sequelices whibh will integrate the Us&of .47,1:-.

engineeringformation resources into undergraduate science and engiheerthiC..

curricula. Another project 'at the New Ydrk Institute. of4echnO10.4
. 44" i

ogy, Westburg, New York, is aimed at developing,studx.andiaining4
0 , ...

1,2

materials for improving the Inowled0 of and access.lo technYcl A'

14mRatioh by engineering studehts and faculty. Tile third pi.b'jpet,

and the sub jeltt of .this-papieria.befing oonduoted at the University

of Sansas and focuses upon the development offteaching terials.
. ,

, . .
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,to introduc engingring Students and faculty to computer-assisted

literature sealing, while stimulating mord effective manual

search methods. An additional'component,of this project-is a follow-

up study to determine the extent to which.traduates_emPloy tese

.*"

skills after graduation.

The purposes of this project were; 1) tfo deVelop appropriate

instructional delivery systems, including' mgtorials and procedures,

.2) to schedule and'complete instructional sessions in undergrad-

uate and graduate engineering classes, amiQ) .0 assess the short-
(

and icing-term effects of instructional intervention. The activ-

ities which took place in these areas, during the _first year of

.the project, will be described.in the following sections of this

paper.
yL

?ay

bevelopment of,Instructional Materials

Turing the summer of 976prior 66Aructionai intervention,

the science librarian assOCiatedwiththe'project compiled infor-

mation packe s which fo

of electrical, chemical'

cused on tools for searching thk literature

'and petrolefim, and aerospace engineerinr

,These packets fOcused'On'the use of indexing materials in each

field, and included a .kl.oisarf of library and information .science

terms Usefu1A41 literature searching. The paCkets were used as

the, pr instruptionA materials daring' first year of the

project (1-76 -77), though they have since been revised into a-ore '

'general document entitled "Tools for Searching the Technical Lit-

erature", As a. supplement to the information documents, a hand

,;



out on search commands, codes, and data bases was prepared by two

.engineering graduate assistants. This handout was aimed-at ac-
.

quanting studentS with the'steps necessary to prephre an on-line
-

search using the Lockheed DIALOG* system., the computerized infor-

mation base emplbyed by the. project.

The engineering faculty.aesociated with the pioject collab-

orated oft the development of a series of 35mm color slides which

document and describe the information explosion and approaches to

dealing with it. Slides were developed in sections which address-

ed; 1). The problem of information transfer and access, 2) the

use of. the Engineering Index and other conventional and computer -

Ized literature seb.rch methods in dealing with these problems, Knd

3) search strategies. and sample searches associated with'the use

of DIALOG. T4e slides were 'originally used. with the faculty work-

shop presentation durii Fall 1276, and subsequently revised for

use in engineering classes in Spring 1977., Bibliographies of
. .

'4 thesauri, abstracts, indexes, and journal guides were also pre-
,..-

-..

pared, one or each engiiie;-rig area dealt with, to assist with
-

the instructional sequences dealing with' manual searching.

Instructional Procedures

At the.inception of thp.projeCt, instructional interventions,

,

were planneCto achieve tw:Main objectives:
,

. -

'1) to communicate what op-line searching is and why it
%

*'Tr demark Xeg: & Trademark, Office.

.,
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,is- useful in the process of locating and acquiring

needed information;
1

2) to help students develop effective on -line search

strategies.0

As the project developed in the first year, the second ob-
..,

jective was de-emphasized due to the substantial time and effori

required for students to become proficient terminal operators in'

on-line searching. In addition, it beLme apparent that the use

of a trained intermediary to execute searches was both convenient

and cost-effective..

The classroom presentations'dealing with on -lines searching

employed the instructional materials developed, and took place in

1 graduate and 6,undergreduate engineering classes during the-1976-
,

77 academic year; Each session was accompanied,by a discussion

period whert students were able to ask questions. Following these

presentations, titudents (in smal l groups) were asked to prepare

a'formal search strategy and make an'appointment for'having the

search executed. Students were also.expected to be, present during
1

the actual search and to make any needed revisions in their strat-

i

egies, baseon the results they obtained. Thli latter component,

of instruction, best described as expefiential learning,-Was most

successful with classes which:had a scheduled lab period longer

than 1 -hour: .

The in-clasePresentations on manual-literaturCiearching

were aiMed4at providing, Students With knowledge of .points. of

,1
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.

access to the technical literature, as well as document 'retrieval
/r

rocesses. Students were'exposed to simulated searches,beginning

th the recognition of need for specific technical literature

and culminating with. the steps needed to obtain it. In identify-

, ing literature sources, emphasis was placed on phe efficient use
.

of indexes ansithesauri. Document retridVal training focused on

acquainting students with the university libraries system and the

use of inter-library loan in obtaining documents not owed by the

university.

A faculty workshop in computer -aided preparation of bibliog-

m

- raphies was announc'd to School of Engineering faculty

-t 0.

during the Fall 1976 semester. The workshop was conducted in two ..

sessions;-the first session included presentations similar to those
, 1

made injengineering classes andYthe demonstration of an on-line

.search by the trained intermediary. Faculty members were then in-
.

V.Ited to prepare a searchtstrategy on a topic of interest to them,

for use at the next session which consisted of excuting searches

'basedory the strategies developed. The second session involved

each faculty. member workiniVith the intammediary for about an

;

1.

hour of on-line searching. -

Instructional Variation

It 18 necessary, at this ipoint,.to describe-some differences-

which arop during instructional intervehtion. Although all par-
.,

ticipating classes received identical presentations and the ben-.

efit of discussion periods, the same consistency did not obtain

4
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in the experiential, component of instructionv This was largely .

due to the fluctuations of %students' personal schedules and the

topics assigned or suggested by.the instructors'insngineering
, -

classes. These differbnces become lmpor'61t*in the eraluation of
4

instructional results, in as much.as it must-be remembered that

the observed results of training are the "average" results of, soma-

'what different instructional procedures and, therefore, do not rep-
.

resent the optimal condition where all participants would consis-

tently receive both training and hands-on experience in.a closely

controlled setting. It should, thus be kept in mind that the find-

ing& of-the project would likely increase the situation where ideal

conditions 'could be implemented.

figuration Results

To summarize the aims of the project in its early phases,

two main objectives were developed as follow:

1) Engineering fa.culttya.-nd students pai-ticipating in

the project iwill become persuadecithat automated

literature seaiching is an effective, tool in support

of their work and will utilize it if it is available

to them.
4 _

2) The quality and quantity of the information collected

by engineering'students in the preparation of design

and research projects will be imprOvedoby the use of

automated literature searching.

The degree to which the first objective was met was assessed by

I
.. o. N
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analyzing the, results of several questionnaires completed by faculty

and students in participating classes and the faculty workshop.

The second objeCtive was tested thrOugh the in Wpretation(of log

datawhich students gathered during automated and manual searches.

Students whO participated in Fa11.1976 classes completed a

brief questionnaire which asked them to subjectivey rate impor,.

tgnt instructional outcomes (see Table 1). Several conclusions',

were determined by statistical tests of the obtained results:,

1) Students saw on-line searching as more efficient

than manual-in terms of time spent.

Students saw on-line searching as more efficient

than manual in terms of relevant articles found.

3) Students saw,on-ling; training as more useful than

manual search raining.

Insert Table \1 about here

. From these results, it may be co luded thit,students fouhd

online searching tolbe an effective tool in supOort of .their tOrk,'

thus confirming that one objective of -the Pi'oject had been met.

It is interesting to note that a majority ofstudents preferred

a combinatioh of on-line and manual search techniques) as opposed

to,elpiermethod by itself.

. . .

A more extensive questionnaire (the Literature Search

'tion, df LSE) was given to Students in participating classes dur-

10
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. \ .

ing the Spring-1977,demester. in addition, students in'several

engineering classes which received kno training completed the ques-'

tionnaire and served as a compatison (control) group in the evalua- .

tiOn of results. The differences in fesponde between training

. and control students may be seen, in detail, in Table 2.. The an-

alysis of these differences showed that control students who rated

oi

on-line searching unfavorably at the beginning of the semester

tended to move toward neutral ratings at the end of the semester,

while 'Students in classes moved from pre- semester neutrality to

post semester favorability. In addition, -training students ex-
.

hibited significantly greater confidence that controls in their-

on-line and manual search skills at the°end of tWsemester.. It

may be concluded -that the students who-received training-in then

Spring semester, like those in the Fall semester, found 'on-line

searching and general searching training to be an effective tool

in support of their work.

Insert Table 2 abdut here

')r 4

4

The data used to determine whether the second objective (im-
,

quality and quantity of informa:tiOn collected) was met is '

presented in Table'3. Relevant citations were tallied as those

which'students ratede.s "good" or "excellent". In comparing the

on-line and manual search results on the same topic, it was found

that students spent significantly 'less time formulating -and con-
e

4
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ditcting on-line searches and that the cost per relevant citation-, ,

.--'was lower for on=iine searches. The, results from classes'which
-;

'I, -
conducted only_ an on-line search tended' to confiri these. -

ends. The overall cost perrelevint citation remained withinx
a sm .l. range ($1-6) for oi-line,searches, with overall averages

, .
,-.

giOf $3'.'7 industrial estimate) and'$2,:73'(educational estimate). /

Depending up the size of the data base searched,-these estimates

titute-nOminal costs per citation.. It may thus
- . ,

would seem to co

f
,

...

be concluded, for boa undergraduate and, aduate'studepts, that'

#
on-line searching-was ,e tinin improving the:quality and titan-

tity of citations prOduced, it was also.cost-effective,forboth

industrial and edupational settings 4'

'Insert Table t here

. .
. .

The Fall-1876 faculty'workshop part ci an s Included 8 faculty

, .. t,/ :

"'members from civil, chemical and petroleum erondkitical depart-
-

.

: ....

mints, as vellas.42.members of the. library staff. 'The majority of

.. .-

. -. .

, .
,

. 4 I

participants indicated at the beginhing of the first session that

they'were.basically unfamilid:Atith on7linEtseareh methods and re-
.

--:
.,2

-

sults.

..

Participants rated
.

Jeach ses si6p,,at-its co etion, i/1 three

important areas; the esUlts may be Aen in Table.4. 'An overall

7).- -466'
.

rating was also obtained subsequent to the second sesaion; wih
. ....

. I .. ,
.

the results shic4h in Tab,le,5. Thepuxpose of the_faoulty workshop

,was t ',provide it general understandinedf on-linefssearch techniques

1

`1,

d

.
o '
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'and their potential. Since trained intermediaries are, capable of
( - , :

provid technical skills necessary'for on -line deirches, the

intent of the workshop was to provide'a conceptual understanding

'; And promote attitudes reflective of acceptancerof'the technique

t in the results. The evaluative assessments' reveal that

?'
--01''this purpose ties_satisfactorily accomplished. e t

Insert Tibles 4 & 5 about here

13
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13.

The statistical analysis of training-and search results in-

-dicated that the Project had satisfactorily met the objectives of

-promoting more positive attitudes toward on-line searching and im-

proving the quality and quantity of citations yielded by this the

of'search. Student attitudes toward literature searchinein gen-

eral were also improved by the instructional treatment. In addi-

tion to theie objective findings, the anecdotal comments of par-
.

ticipating instructors were pooled and r4Sulted in the following

conclusions:

1) Instruction in literature searching enables engineer-

ing students to locate and retrieve library materials with greater

efficiency and precision than was previously the case.

42) Literature,search activities performed by the studen

must be meaningfully related to the technical subject matter of t

courierather\than perceived as "busy 'work".

3) $The.use-of trained searchers as intermediaries between

'the engineer and on-line retrieval services mill be cost effective
fi

for botll university and applied environments.

4) Successful use of the instructional proceduresand

developed materials,,dependwupOn'a*Fenuine information need within

;

the framework of the course,in instruction takes place. To

ensure this need and the students' ability to meet it, the specific.

'topic must be carefully chosen and the literature check4d in advanCe,

atieast-in the early swOh.efforts. //

14
I
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It shotad be kept in mind that the positive results obtained in

this project are tied to a relatively brief instructional and

practice sequence. There is goodreapn to believe that even more

positive effects would obtain in situations where a larger pro-
14'

portion of course time, or a one-credit ho-rt cours), could be-de-

voted to search training.

The present project encompasses two objectives which were not

mentioned previously as they are presently untested.. The first

of these is a study to determine to what extent engineering grad-

'uates who received training maintain a positive attitude toward

on-line searching and a tendency to use it when appropriate and

when prevailing conditions permit such use. This objectiye is cur-

rently being assessed by a follow-up study.which asks engineers who

received training as students to report the degree to which they

encounter literature needs that require a search and the avail-

ability of on-lip searching in their current professional positions.
,

The questionnaire will be accompanied by an offer to provide

on-line searches at cost to engineers who do not have.local access

to the tool. The second objective is to assess the need for and

availabilty of on-line searching to engineers who did, not receive

formal training as Students. This step will -yield comparative in-

formation for contrasts with engineers who were trained and will

,serve to acquaint a larger group'of engineers with the potential.

of on-line searching and the at-eost availabilty of the technique

if they should need it or wish.to become familiar with the method.

15
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The educational and practical demands of the rapid grdwth of

anginl3i9ring information bases have,been, and will continue to be,.

A
amply illustrated. The overall goal of the present project is to

enhance the quality of engineering education by developing an in-

, strubtional sequence and materials which may be used in existing

courses to acquaint students with more techniques of

literaturd searching. It Wba coaciuded that this goal has thus

far been met and, in conjwaction with the results of related pro-,

jects supported by NSF: it_is likely that the on-going effects of

literature-search tining will make themselves felt as a higher

degree of quality in engineering. practice.

16
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Table 1

Student Responses to Items 4.Concernin,ManuaAp.-'

. . .

and On -Line Literature Searches (MLS/OLS) during ,gall, 71976

fp. -
,.

Item Search

TypeTYpe-

Students

Grad. Undergrad

YES NO YES
,

NO

1. gonducted an MIS? '5 0 22 1

4 2.- IBS. efficient in time spent? MIS 1 . 4 9 14*
3. MLS,efficidnt for # of articles? 1 - 13 10 *

1. Conducted an ALS? 5 0 21 1

2. ALS efficient in time spent? OLS 5 0 21 , 1 *

3.'ALS'effiCient for # cf articles.? 5 0 20 2

;.«

.;

Student Ratingelnd Preference for OLS and, MIS
,

'. .
Item

/

Search
Type

Grad Undergrad

ma
SD. MEAN SD

1. Usefulne4- of library training?

2. Usefulness of MLS training'

.

. Usefulness' of MIS materials?

Accuracy of resultsr- MIS .

over ALS1? -
.

,MTA

1.8 _,1.3 3.65 1.3 *

1.6° 1:3, 3.56 1.5 **

2.2 1.6 3.43 1.3

.4.
4.2 1.3 3.62 1.6

.

_

,1. Usetnlness of ALS trainingT .:

2, Usefulness of ALS materials? .

,, 1.2 .45 2.4 1.6 41',

2.6 1.3 2.7 1.3

Preference for MLS, ALS, or a

combination2 ?, \ .

Both.,
...,

MIA MBALS COMB . MLS ALS' COMB
0 k 4 \ .1 7 13

.

Note: Aiiitems,:elcce as noted; are- scored on a Likprt scale from 1 (very
useful) 61.6 (no value).

w411,6\1_. Scored on a Likert scale from,1
toW7 (much lass accurate).

2. Data are reported as frequencies: ,

more accurate) throiugh 4 (equal)

e

* sal4ficant diffetence (p.<.01)- between 'ALS and MLS, tieing McNemar:Is...test.'
- ,

*. significant difference (2<.05) between classes.

t** significant differpirce (2<.05rbetween-OLS and MLS and between classes
t.

1 8
dddwme.mmiidm000mm,'

)

'Jo
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Table 2

Treatment vs.-Control Post-Test Differences

by Items on the Literature Seach Evaluation (LSE) Seale

N5
Level of
-Signif.'

A

Itei
. . ...

Op., X- Median. SD''

* 1 TR L.,46. 1.39' ,55.

i Cd, 1.69 1.75 .55

4-4. 2 TR 2:05 1.97 .82

CO 2.80 2.62 1.07

-NS 3, ,TR 2.45 2.31 %95
CO 2.93 2.75 1.10

4 TR 2.56 2.35 .98

CO 3.36 3.29 1.09

* _ 5 TR 3.69 3.74 -.92

CO 3:27 3.17. .84

6 TR 2.79 2.64 1.00
CO 3.80 3.87 1.03

+_ TR 3.26 3.44: 1.00
CO 3.97 -4:10 -.97,

8 TR. 3.12 3:10 144
CQ 3.93 4.05 .97

9 TR 2.56 2.31 .98
CO 3.99 4.10 .94

f.f.. 10 TR 2.69 2.63 .96
i CO 3.19 3.08 .77

11 TR 3.01 3.07 1.04
CO .2.81 2.88 .69

+ 12 TR 3.91 4.04 1.05
1 CO 3.24 3.14 .79

+ 13 TR 3.60 3.78 1.02
CO 3.Q3 3.02, .66

.

-I. 14 TR, 2.55 2.45 .9],

CO 2.83 2.91 .53

TR 3.'69 3.76 .85

CO 3.31 3.19, .64

Item Statement

,.*"
literature,search skills necessary for
engineers (TR = + agree)

have ficient knowledge for conducting
Qma 1 search for design problem (TR= +agree)

sufficient skill for manual: search (no
difference)

adequate instructl2n in manual; search
(TR = 40-.agree) 6 )

-iaanual preferred over auto,(CO = + agree)

adequate instruction in auto (TR = agtee)

as engineering student- acquire' sufficient
skill in auto (TR = + agree)

sufficientskill for auto search on design
problem (TR = + agree)

I understand how to develop auto search
(TR = + agree)

. .

satiseaction with overall results of auto
(TR = + agree)

auto more expensive than manual (Cbs:-+ agree)

manual over auto for title and effort
(CO = + agree)

,
,

manual, over auto'kor relevant items ftodliced
(CO = + agree)

.

:

auto summaries illo're comprehensive than
manual (TR = + agree)

equipment needs make auto impractical
(CO = + agree)



,

Table,2 (contid.)

Level of
'Signii-

1

Item Median SD

.70

.41

.616 TR '2.47 2.47
CO 2.87 2.93

14:' -17 TR. 3.57 3.72 .91
4 CO 3.04 3.03 .70

18 TR 4.56 4.66 .60
CO 3.88 3.99 .93

19 TR, 3.22 3.18 .98
CO 3.38 3.22 :75

+ 20 TR 2.87 .2.81 .86

CO 3.19 3.10 .82

NS 21 TR 1.97 1.94 .77
CO 2.05 Z.05 .72

NS 22 TR 2.72 2.59 .99

CO 2.70 2.70 .77

Significance levels: ,* = .05,

20.

9

Item Statement

auto options satisfactory (TR = + agree)
IL

manual preferred because individua)r
control (CO = + agree)

literature search of little value in
engineering '(CO =,+ agree)

satisfied with auto service addessibility.
(TR = + agree) ^'\

satisfied with thesauri; etc. accessibility
(TR = + agree) ,

auto service and training 'should be pro-
vided to engineering students (both agree)

0
most needs met through manual search
(both agree)

+ = .01

4-

04

e°

.



--- Table 3
Cost/Relevance,Estitates for 197647.

.

Itet

.
.

'-'10

Search
Tyke

,

°

,, , .- Classes ,

.

Average

classes

'all -76 S ring-77 .
, .

,

.EE490
'.

.
.

.

. .

CPE8011 .

'-. EE641
.

CPE6991

a tkE5221

.

time (hrs.)
. total
citations
relevant

citations
cit.'s reduh-

' dant o ALS

H'IS

.

3.24
.

5.28

4.j6

3.14,

1.5

4.8

4.
. .,

%99

.

80

.1

15

. 15

....,.

'..2.15

'9.26

.8.65

0
,

1.83

.

- 727°
el

4.e.'. -

4.24" _

,

. 1.59 -

, -
e,

-

- '

.

-

-

-

.

-

'-

-

.1

7.11

9.97

9.96

1.49

cost per rel. -cit. on
a per - student basis .' $12.55,

.

$13.08 $53 33
.A.

$3.44

0

$3.00, _
0

.
_

.

0:

--

.

$23.11
. 7.--

time (preparatidn)
time (on-line)

..

. total
.' cit.'s

re.. cit.'s .

OLS

/ -1.86

" .34

46.3
.20.5

1.1

.16

23.5

9.5

,
-

1,05

105

48

7

37

28.1

a4.9

.

5 .,. 1.02 .6

15 .35 .13

C

9.9, 25,2 15.5
5.5 10.1 7.2

-

1.1

176
42

--' ,

.80

1

140

-

.89

%

-22

17'

1.25
.80

77.7
41:8

cost I *
.cost II **

...

cost per
rel. cit.

a

$33.51
$27.64 .

-$3.45

$14.43
$11.65

$2:01-

$18.6.14

$26.40

$4.43
.

$21.98

$2.24

$3.48
.

9$9.82 $24.24 $8.83
$13.21 $35.62 $13.07

$2.84 $5.92 $3.67

$105.77
$30.94

, $3.26

$94.65
$20.80

02

$60.88 "$75.74

$23.14

$4.94'

$28.11

$3.76
.

cost-I
cost II
cost per

rel. cit.

b

$33.51
$13.34

$2.88

$14.43
$6.10

$1.59

$186.14
$9:96

$48.

'$2k.984.

i $4.05

$2.35

.

$9.82' $24.24.83
$2.91 $8.22 $4.16

.

$221 $3.11 $1.76

$105.77
$7.14

$2.69

$94.65
$4.80

$.71

$6o:88
45.34

$3.90

175.'74

$7.54
,

$2.73

a - Industrial cost estimates; user time = $10/h
A time only, .

. , 6

'b - Educational cost estimates; intermediary ti e =- $6/hr., user time = 0
*:- includes on-line, print out, and telecommun cation costs.

** - includes,user and intermediary time costs. ' --

1 -, search was conducted as a group:- no'indiv dual searches iL

,,pintermediary time = $16/hr. ManUal searches' include user

22

,



Table .4

Ratings of 1976 Faulty Workshops

Session I (November 30)

Item .

_
.

8-6alre-Interpreetation MEAN ,,SD'

New information acquired

Utility to faculty or
'professional needs '

',OVerall rating of session

-
,

.

.

.

_

1 = Considerable
6 = None

.

1 = Very Useful
, /

1 = Excellent

-5 = roor

1.67-

.

o..44
r

1.12
. v

,.73

.71

-

.(/
Session II-(December 2)

New information acquired 1.= Conhdertblb 1".'43 9
6 = None

Utility,p faculty oi
professidhal needs

1.= Very Useful
6 = Of No Value.

'1.86 .90

Overall rating of session 1 = Excellent 1.57 .79
= Poor

2

0

4

4*

4

d

0



Table 5

Oveiall 11.iting8 of 1976 Faculty Workshops

Item .

.

_

Scale interpretation
.

MEAN* SD
,

Utility of inforationacquired

Utility of inirmation for AIS

Utility for,adaptation to your
courses

Wal,ty.jorsharing with your
61-..dmate students

Utility of AIS for the pzac-
ticihg engineer

1 = Very Useful
6 = Of No Vane

.

j

1.29

1.43

2.2.

1.43

1.14

.36

.79

.84

.

:79

.3§

1

/

*-Two participants did not respond to-these items.

./

44

"/

I-


